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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we obtain a basis-free method for determining the general form of 
quadratic maps over R between spheres. We show that all quadratic maps (over 
certain R-lattices) between spheres are Hopf maps, and that the classical Hopf 
fibrations, Szm-l+Sm, for m = 2,4,8, are the unique nontrivial maps over Z, up to 
action by the orthogonal group. 
1. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Let ( U, su) and (V, 9”) be nondegenerate, finite-dimensional quadratic 
spaces over a field K of characteristic not two. Let n,m > 2 be the dimension 
over K of U and V, respectively. A quadratic map f: CT-_, V is a polynomial 
map such that each coordinate function is an nary quadratic form. The 
quadratic map is called spherical if 9u(x)‘= 9v( f(x)), for all XE U. We 
define the “spheres” as S,={xE U:~~(x)=l} and Sv={x~V:9v(x)=l}. 
Let S(U,V)={f:U+V:P is a spherical quadratic map}. Thus, S( U, V) C 
{f: U+V:f(S,)cSv}. D enote by O(U) and O(V) the orthogonal groups on 
U and V with respect to 9” and 9”. We have the following action of O(U) 
and O(V) on S( U, V): 
9:0(V) x s(u,v) x O(U)~S(U,V), 
+(7,f,u) =‘f”, and ‘f”(z) = ~(f(u(~))), for z E U. 
This action defines an equivalence relation on S( U, V). Let S( U, V) be the 
resulting set of double cosets, i.e., 
S(u,v) = o(v)\s(u,v)/o(u). 
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A map f: U+ V is called a Hopf map if there exist orthogonal decompositions 
U=XIY and V=KEIV~ with &ES”, and a bilinear map B:XXY-+V, 
such that qv,(R(x, y)) = 9x(49,4 y), where 9x = 9olX, 9, = 94 Y, and qvl= 
9vlV,, so that f has the form f(z)=f(x,~)=[9x(x)-9~( y)].s+2B(x,y). Let 
H( U, V) be the set of all Hopf maps f: U-+ V. Clearly, H( U, V) c S( U, V). 
2. SPHERICAL QUADRATIC MAPS OVER R 
Assume that (U,q,) and ( V,9v) are positive definite quadratic spaces 
over R. In order to write the general form of a map f E S( U, V), we define 
the following quadratic form on U, corresponding to a fixed e E S,. Let 
fe(4 = (f(4,f(4>v, f or ZE U, and where (~,y)~=~[9~(x+y)-9~(x)- 
9v( y)l, for x,y E V. Let ( , >” and ( , ), denote the bilinear forms corre- 
sponding to the quadratic forms 9o and fe. Since (U,q,) is a nondegenerate 
quadratic space, there is a linear self-adjoint map F, : U+U such that 
f3) = (F,(4&= (f(4f(e)>v, f or z E U. All of the eigenvalues of F, lie in 
R. Let p, be the multiplicity of the eigenvalue 1. 
LEMMA. ForeES,, F,(e)=e, (i.e.,p,>l). 
Proof. Let e=f(e), and U=RelU,, V=REIV~. For z~t.7, we have 
z=x,e+u,, x,ER, and u1 E U,. We can write f(z) = a(z)&+ /3(z), where 
(Y: U+R and /3: U+V, are quadratic maps. Now fJz)=(f(z),f(e)).=cu(z), 
so f(z) =fe(+ + P(4 T o complete the proof, we write z = x,,e + ur, fe(z) = 
fe(e)~02+2(e,u,),x~+ff,(tl,), and P(z)=P(e)~o2+2B(e,u,)~~++(u,); and we 
put ur = 0 and compare the coefficients of x,$ 0 < i < 4, on either side of the 
equation 9v( f (2)) = 9&z)‘. w 
Let X,=X={ze U:F,(z)=z}. It is easy to see that if U=X_LY is an 
orthogonal decomposition of U with respect to 9”, then (x, y), = 0 for all 
XEX and KEY. Thus, fe(z)=fe(x)+fe(y), for z=(x,y)EU; and 9x(x)= 
(~,x)~=(F,(x),x)u=f,(x). It follows from the spherical condition q”(f(z)) 
=9”(~)~ that p(x)-0. W e sum up the above remarks in the following 
theorem which gives an explicit form of the spherical quadratic maps over R. 
THEOREM 1. Let f E S( U, V), e E S,, E = f(e) E Sv, fe(4 = (f(4f(e)h= 
(F,(z),z),, for ZE U. Let 
X= {zEU:F,(z)=z} and U=XlY, V=REIV~. 
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Let /3 : U+ V, be the quadratic mup given by 
P(4 = f(4 - A?(+~ where z = (x, y) E U, 
and B : X X Y-+ V, be the bilinear map given by 
B(x,y) =f[ P(x+y)-t+)+‘(y)] =f[ Pb+Y)-P(Y)]. 
Then f has the following form: 
and the following are true: 
(1) qv,( P( Y)) +fe( y)“= qY( YE 
(2) @(x2 YM Y))v~=(‘, 
(3) 2qv,(B(x,y))+q,(x)f,(y)=q,(x)q,(y). 
COROLLARY. There i.s a basis of u over R with respect to which 
f E S( U, V) has the form 
where 
e E So, .z = (x,y), 
x = (x1 ,...,$J EX, = {.EU:F,(x)=x}, 
Y = h..,y,,) EX,I = Ye, 
-l<&<l for all i, 
and 
1 < i d qe, 
n = Pe + qe = dimmsim of U over R. 
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We can define the set of Hopf maps over R as follows: 
H( U, V) = { fE S( U, V) : IX,] = 1 for all eigenvalues & of F,, for some e E S,.} 
It is easy to show that this definition implies that these maps have the form 
described in Sec. 1 for Hopf maps over a field K of characteristic not two. 
R. Wood [3] showed that every map in S( U, V) is homotopic to a Hopf 
map. We can classify certain subsets of S( U, V) using the value of p=, for 
e E S,, and determine cases where S( U, V) = H( U, V). (See [2].) 
3. SPHERICAL QUADRATIC MAPS OVER R-LATTICES 
We assume now that qu and qv are sums of squares by fixing appropriate 
bases B, = { ui, . . . , u,,} in U and B,={u,,...,v,,,} in V. 
An R-lattice in U is a Z-module L such that L is discrete in V and V/L 
is compact. We define the following sets with R-lattices L c V and A c V: 
S(U,V;L,A) = {fES(v,V):f(L)cR}, 
and S( V, V; L, A) is the set of double cosets: 
S(V,V;L,A) = O,(A)\S(U,V;L,A)/O,(L), 
where 
O,(L) = {oEO(vhJL=L} and O,(A) = {uEO(V):UA=A}. 
Let f E S( U, V). We write f(x) = (.fi(x), . . . , hi(x)) with respect to B,. 
The kth coordinate map is &(x) =X7, i= ixixisiF, where s k = (s,:) is a real 
symmetric matrix and x = (xi,. . . , xn) with respect to B,. Thus, f(x) = 
C;i=1~i~i~ii,~Tith~ii~Rmandsii=(s~,...,si~)withrespecttoBv,for1<i,i~ 
n. In this way we assign to each f E S( V, V) a symmetric “matrix” s = (sii) E 
RN, where N= imn(n + 1). 
We define the set S,,,(A), where A c V is an R-lattice, as follows: 
S,,,(A) = { fES( V, V) :f++S=(Sii) 
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where L=Zu,+... +Zu,,.’ If A=Zu,+... +Zu,, then the set S,,(R) is 
the set of fntegral spherical maps S,,,(Z) considered by T. Ono [I]. ’ 
Now S,,,(h) = O,(h)\S,,,(h)/O,(Z), where O,(Z) is the subgroup of 
integral orthogonal matrices. 
The subset of Hopf maps over A is defined as follows: 
K,,,(A) = H( u, V) n S,,,(A). 
PROPOSITION 1. Ifqv(z)EZ, for every zEA, then S,,,(A)=H,,,(A). 
Proof. We follow the proof given by T. Ono [l]. We write lx]’ = q”(x) 
and (x, y) = $[qv(x + y) - q”(x) - qv( y)], for x, y E V. Let f E S( U, V), and let 
s = (sii) be the corresponding “matrix” in RN. The spherical condition q,(z)’ 
= qv( f(z)) gives us the following relations among the vectors sii: 
for 1 < cx, /I, y, 6 Q rt, with (Y, /3, y, 6 all distinct. [We will refer to Eqs. (l)-(5) 
several times in what follows.] From Eq. (3) we see that lsaa - .spp] = 2]sap], 
and therefore [sap] < 1 for all (Y, /?. The set S( U, V) is thus a compact 
algebraic subset of RN, and S,,,(A) is a finite set. 
Let f E S,.,(A) and s = (sii) be the corresponding “matrix” with sii EA 
for all i,j. Since Jsij12~Z and ]..sii] < 1, it follows that Isiil=l or ]sii]=O. Now 
the relation ]saa - spp I= 21 saB I Implies that I sap I = 0 if and only if s,, = spp. If 
s,,#s,,, we have ]sa,+spp] =2+2(.s,,,spp), and (s,,,s&= -1. Thus Isa,+ 
spp12=0,ands =--s .Thatis,s =-+s,,foralla,l<a<n. 
Define subzits P, 8of {1,2 ,... >} with PuQ={l,S ,..., n}: P={a:s,, 
=sll} and Q={/3:spp=-sir}. Let X=Z,,pRu, and Y=2pEOR~B. 
‘By fixing an appropriate basis in U, we have S,,,(A) C S( U, V; L, A) for any R-lattice L c U 
and A c V. Since the methods used in this paper rely upon the fact that qu is a sum of squares, 
we must assume that L has an orthonormal basis with respect to 7”. We hope to come back to 
the general case some time in the future. 
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Now (SapA,) = (s p a ,s,,)=(sap,-spp)=O, so we have EaEp, PEQR~aP~ 
(Rs,,)~ = V,. We let B : X X Y-V, be the bilinear map defined by B( x, y) = 
Ix CxEP,fiE x,llpsap, for x = E aEpxaua and y=E PGQyD~P.Forz=(x,y)EXX 
Y, ,the spherical condition of f implies that (jx12+ ] ~1~)~ = ]z14= ]f(x, y)12= 
2, and therefore ]B(x,y)]=j3~]\ y], where ]x]~=~~(x)= 
and I Y12=qY(Y)=&QY;. 
Letting ~=srr, we see thatf(r,y)=[q,(x)-9,( y)]e+2B(x,y)~H,,,(A). 
n 
Let [S,,,(A)] be the number of nontrivial maps in the set S,,,(R). 
PROPOSITION 2. If A= aA”, where UEO(V) and A”=Zv,+-0. + 
Zv,,,, then the following are true: 
(1) %,,(A) = K,m(4 
(2) [H,,,(NI = 1 * P%,,(Z)1 =1. 
P~ooj Statement (1) follows immediately from Proposition 1. To prove 
statement (2), we have the following correspondence: 
K,n&) t-, ~“,7fm 
f?f? 
“-lgt-lg. 
The trivial map f(z) = qU(z).s EH,,,(Z) corresponds to the trivial map 
“f(z) = 9&)(4 E %,,(A). 
Assume that [H,,,(Z)] = 1, and consider any two nontrivial maps f,g E 
H,,,(A). Now f=“(“-‘f)=yl, and g=“(“-‘g)=“gr, where fi and g, are in 
H,,,(Z). There is a r E O,(Z) and a IC/E O,,(Z) such that ‘fl=g,. Thus 
“-‘p co-‘g, and “-7 = g. But O,,,(A) = O,(uA”) = aO,,,(A”)u-’ = 
uO,(Z)u-‘. Therefore, f = g in H,,,(A). The proof of the converse is similar. 
n 
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THEOREM 2. The nontrivial maps of the sets S,,,,(A) = H,,,(A), where 
A= UA”, aA” defined as above, and n =2(m - I), m =3,5,9, form exactly 
one orbit under the actions by the orthogonal groups O,,,(A) c O(V) and 
O,(Z) c O(U). In particular, the classical Hopf f&rations, S2m-1-+Sm, for 
m = 2,4,8, are the unique nontrivial maps over Z, up to action by the 
orthogonal group. 
Proof. In view of the above propositions, we may assume that A=Zv, 
+ **- +Zv,. By fixing the bases Bv={v, ,..., urn} and B,={u, ,..., u,,}, we 
identify U with R”, V with R”‘, and A with Z”‘. 
Let f E S,,,(Z) = H&Z), and let s = (sii) be the corresponding “matrix” 
in ZN, where n=2(m-1) and N=tmn(n+l). Now Isi.12=1 and lsiij2~Z 
implies that, for some k, 1 < k < m, sii has + 1 in the L th place and zero 
elsewhere. Replacing s ii by its equivalent if necessary, we may assume that 
sii has 1 in the first component. Assume that P= { 1,2,. . . , p} and Q = { p + 
1 ,...,p+q=n}, where P and Q are defined as in Proposition 1. 
The “matrix” s = (sii) has the following form: 
s= 
Bf = 
811 0 . . . 0 
0 Sll 
* . 
(j . . . 0 
0 
Sll 
All the elements of B, are nonzero. Since s,, = k spa, 1 < LY, p < n, it 
follows from Eq. (2) and (4) that (s,~,s~~) =0= (sp,, sY,). Thus, the rows of Bf 
form an orthonormal q-frame in R”‘-l, and the columns of Bf form an 
orthormal p-frame in R”- ‘; and therefore we must have p,q < m- 1. But 
p+q=n=2(m-l), so p=m-l=q. 
1 = 
Bf 
- Sll 0 
0 -s11 
0 . . . 
b 11 *-- b 19 
b,, . . b, 
. . . 0 
- 
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The following observations are immediate consequences of Eqs. (l)-(5). 
For z = (x, y), with x = (x,, . . . ,x,) and y = ( yl, , . . , y4), the monomial + X, yD, 
for each (Y,P, 16cu Q p, 1 < /3 6q, appears in exactly one of the coordinate 
functions of f(z). If the term xa yP -+ x,, ys appears in fk(x, y) for some k, then 
the vectors sap and + sus have 1 in the kth place. If the kth component of 
the vectors sap and sus is 1, then the jth component of sas and - sus must be 
1, for j#k. 
Let H be the classical quatemion algebra over R; H is spanned by 
{ 1, i, j, k}, where i2 = j2 = - 1 and ii = k = - ii. Let 0 be the Cayley algebra 
with units 1,~ over H. For xE0, I~=x?+x%, with x’EH, for i=1,2 and 
&2=-.-I 
The, classical Hopf fibrations have the form 
h:K xK-+RxK, q&y) = pn:-Ny%y), 
where Nx = XX. For K = C, we have the fibration S3-+S2, with fiber S ‘; 
K = H gives the fibration S ‘+ S 4, fiber S3; K = 0 gives the fibration S 15+ 
S’, fiber S’. 
We consider these cases separately: 
(1) m=3, K=C, x = (x1, ~a) = xl + ix,, y = ( yl, yz) = y1 + iy,, 
x:+x;-yy-y; 
+,y) = (Nx+y,2?y) = 2(x,yl+x,y,) 
i I . 2(x, Yz- x2 YJ 
_ Le,t f E_&,(Z) be any nontrivial map. We may assume that fi(r, y) = XT + 
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7 fij~,y)=2(x, yl+xz ~2). Thus, jXx,y)= *qy2~x2 yl, ad f=h in 
4’3(2)’ m=5, K=H, x = (x1, x2, x3, x4) = x1 + ix, + jx3 + kx,, X= x1 - ix, - jx3 
-kq, y=(yl,yz,y3,y4)= yl+iye+jy3+ky4, ~'x=a. 
h(x,y) = (Nx-Ny,2xy) 
Let f E %,,(Z) be arbitrary (nontrivial). We may assume that fi(x, y) = 
x4= 1~: -x4=1 yf. Since the rows (columns) of Bf are an orthonormal 4- 
frame in Z5, we know that there is a k, 2 <k < 5, such that i&x, y) = 
G~=l~j~iya, where (Ye= 1, q=l, ~~=?l, and 2<ai<4, cui#q if i#j, for 
2 <i, j G 4. Let a,E O,(Z) be such that 
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Thus, ifk( u,,( .z)) = x1 yr - xs ys - xs ys - x, y4. Assume that k = 2. Equations 





PM = 2(x, y2+ 1 x2 Yl + x3 Y4? x4 Y3) ’ 
2(-% Y3 + x3 Yl ? x2 Y4 -t x4 Y2) 
2(x, y4+x4 Yl*x2 Y3TX3Y2) 
The sign marked J in f?(z) is the only one that is not uniquely 
determined so far. Thus we must consider only two possible cases. 
Case 1: The sign is positive. Let h,(x) be the resulting map. 
Case 2: The sign is negative. Let ur E O,(Z) be represented by the matrix 
(a$), where ui= -1 for i=3,7 and ui=l for i=1,2,4,5,6,8. Let T~EO&Z) 
correspond to the matrix ( T$), where ri = 1 for 1 < i < 3, i = 5, and TL = - 1. 
Then T’F’ = h,. Let u E O,(Z), u = (ai& where uii = - 1, 2 <i < 4, uji = 1 for 
j=l, S<j<S. Then hp=h. 
(3) m=9, K=O, x=(x,,x2,...,x,)=x’+x2w, where x’=x,+ix,+jx,+ 
kx,, x2=x5+ix,+jx,+kx,, y=(y1,yz,...,y8)=y1+y2u, y’=y1+iyz+jy3 
+ ky,, y2 = yS + iy, + jy7 + ky,, X= X’ - x2w, xy = (x’y’ - ~“x”) + ( y2x’ + 
x2ij’)w, Nx = Xx = &x1 + T~X~. The Hopf map h : 0 X O+R X 0 is given by 
h(x,y) = @7x-Ny,2Xy) 
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Let S E K,,,(Z) b e arbitrary (nontrivial) with “matrix” S. Assume that 
fi(x,y)=Nx-Ny=~~=,~~-C~=, yi 2. There is a k, 2 < k < 9, such that 
where cw,=l, 2<ai<8 for 2<i<8, and ai#ai if ifi; ~=+l, l<i<8. 





Thus, $f~(Z)=z;&yi, and we may assume that k=2. Replace f with 
f”ll. We know, using Eq. (5) and the form given for fi(x, y), that if the 
monomial + x, yP appears in h(x, y) for some i, then T xPya must also appear 
in jJx, y). Therefore, for some i, 3 < j < 9, we have 
$z) = &1X1 Y2 - &1X2 Yl + &2%Yp - &2XpYa 
+ vy Ys - &3%Yy + &4%Y” - E4%YK? 
where ~~ = 2 1, 1 < i < 4, and 3 < a,P, y,6, K, v < 8 are all distinct. Assume 
that e1 = 1. Let u1 E O,,(Z) be such that 
(II :Xi+Xi, i=l,Z; X3-+- E2X,, X4+Xp, X,5+-&3Xy, X6+X8, X7+-E4XK, X8+X”, 
Yi-)Ydy i = L2, Y3-, - &2 Ya3 Y4’Yp y5-+ - E3 ?jy Yf3-+Y8> y7-+- &4 ylo 
YfeY” 
Then 
$%) = xl Y2 - x2 Yl - x3 Y4 + x4 Y3 - x5 Y6 + x6 Y5 - x7 Y8 + ‘8 Y7’ 
Assume that i = 3, i.e., 




0 = -b,, = -b, = -b, = -b,,, 
0 
and if2(u,(z)) = X7= lxi yi. Replace f with f”]. 
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for 1 < i < 8, 
with the nonzero element in the (i + 1)st place. 
Equation (5) gives us the following relations: 
b12 = b,, - b,, = -b,, b,, = -b, * b,, = b,,, 
b,, = -b, * b,, = b,,, b,= b, + bz6= -b,, 
b,, = b, + b15 = -b,, b,= -b, =z. b,= b,, 
b,, = -b,, * b,, = b,,, b, = b,, =Y b, = -b,,, 
b,, = b,, * b,, = - b,,, b, = -b,, * b,, = b,, 
b, = b, =+ b, = - bT6, 
b, = - b,, =+a b,, = b,. 
From this we see that 
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has the following form: 
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Xl Yz-Xz Yl -x3y4+1c4y3-x5y6+x6y5-x7y8+x8y7 
x1 y3 - x3 y1 + x2 y4 - x4 y2 + (4 more terms) 
xi y4 - x4 yi + x3 yz - x2 y3 + (4 more terms) 
xi y5 - x5 yi + x2 ya - x6 y2 + (4 more terms) 
xi y6 - x6 yi + xs y2 - x2 ys + (4 more terms) 
x1 y7 - x7 yi + x2 ya - x8 y2 + (4 more terms) 
xi ya - x, yi + x7 y2 - x2 y7 + (4 more terms) 
J 
But 
Now b36 = - b, * t x3 y6 + xs y4 appears in j$ x, y) for some j, 3 < j < 9. 
since the rows (and columns) of Bf are an orthonormal 8-frame, we see 
that i f$! [4,7]. Th us, we have only four possible cases: 
Case 1. j=S: 4(x, y) contains the term x, ya- x5 y4. Equation (5) enables us 
to completely determine the form off. Let u E O,,(Z) be such that 
u : b 1,...J&y1,...,yB) 
+ (X1JZT - x3, - x4, x5, x6, x8, x79 y1, y2, - y39 - y4, YS, y6~ y89 y7)9 
andrEO,(z) be such that T:(w~, w2,. . . , w~)+(wI, ~2, ~3,-~4, 
- wg, W6, w7, WCJ, w8). Then ‘f” = h. 
Case 2. i=S: $(x,y) contains the term - x3 y6+ x, y4. As in the previous 
case, this completely determines the form of f, which is easily seen to be 
equivalent to h. The same is true for the remaining cases. 
Case 3. i = 9: #x, y) contains x3 y6 - x5 y4. 
Case 4. j = 9: 4(x, y) contains - x3 ys + x5 y4. 
Thus all nontrivial maps in H,6,g(Z) are equivalent to the Hopf map. 
n 
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